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Abstract. Service Oriented applications are becoming very popular due to ease of Web services Usage. A
significant amount of work has been done by industries, universities and individual researchers to locate a
web service and compose them. But still there is a space to fill out for particular requirements. There is a
need of a strategy to locate web services across multiple heterogeneous registries which still is a challenging
task because it has issues like performance, flexibility, reliability. We have using Google Custom Search API
for service search and then matrix match making for composition.
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1. Introduction
A wonderful trend in technology of the age is that Web services serve on internet as replacement of
applications. Services are small components present on internet that can cooperatively make a complete
application environment.
Services are small components present on internet that cooperatively make a complete application
environment. Web Services are applications that can be published to be found on internet and then invoked
to give result of the operation defined in it.
A Web service can be an application component like: currency conversion, weather reports, or even
dictionary as service. They also solve interoperability problems by providing a way to exchange data
between different applications with different platforms. So they are gradually attaining preference as a
technology among developers and businesses. Let’s take an example of online software that deals with
tourism: a tourist portal or a travel guide. This tourist portal may need more than one service at a time. For
example, ticket booking, area information, hotel reservation, and weather information.
We have used Google Custom Search API to provide the user search its required service. Though the
API is not specific for web service search but we have customized it to produce results that are only web
services. With the increasing number of web services, it is becoming more difficult to find the specific
service. Composition process is interface based i.e. a matchmaking if performed for number of input output
parameters. User is prompted if the quantity of parameters is not same. The user has option to enter other
parameters or select some from first output as required.

1.1. Contribution
We have proposed a framework to overcome some web service discovery and composition problems.
Using Google Custom Search API provides the flexibility to search the user query on more than one
heterogeneous registry at a time. We have programmed to retrieve only relevant WSDL files that are valid
and available. The limitation of UDDI search is also defeated as whole web is searched for the user query
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word, so there is no more specification of searching by service name/category only. It provides a reliable and
trust-worthy service discovery. And further it provides up to date information.
Using simple xml messaging we have provided a flexibility of communication for integration. Also it’s
helpful for complex type services where most frameworks fail to integrate services. There is no need to
worry about data types and hence complex data types. Compositional correctness is guaranteed by
matchmaking and final input decision by user.

2. Related Work
A web service search engine [1] has its basis on the study that centrally maintained repositories are not
enough to service search and keyword search does not provide full matching requirements for user query. At
first there is a focused crawling for WSDL. They have considered the information provided in WSDL
documentation. In a next step they have refined the results on user’s explicit feedback from users. They used
HeritrixWeb crawler by adding some rules to crawl only relevant pages. In next stage they removed
duplicate results. However they could not achieve a relative accuracy in the retrieval.
Mydhili K Nair Dr. V.Gopalakrishna [2] “A Survey of Web Service Discovery” stated different methods
of service discovery. As today WSDLs, are abundant, scattered across the WWW so the count of Web
Services already deployed with similar functionality is mammoth in number. There is an increasing need to
evolve Service Discovery Methods that help the Consumer to find the right kind of services for his
requirements.
Woogle [3] is a web service search engine. They have done extraction of information about WSDL
functionality descriptions, inputs and outputs. They used clustering of parameters, matching of input output
and operations, and stored the results in a database. They compared their method with Func and Comb.
Comparison of words only with operation names is done by Func method. Whereas in Comb method web
service names, parameters names and descriptions are also used for matching; in contrast to Woogle, both of
the mentioned keywords are used.
Faisal Mustafa, T. L. McCluskey [4] made a sketch of major challenges tackled by automated web
services composition. The problems are associated with distributed, dynamic and unsure disposition of web
service. Their model is semi-automatic but fixes few problems of fully automated service composition. They
pointed out that internet has huge repository of services it is not possible to automatically analyze them. And
hence integration is difficult. They said that second difficulty for automated service composition is that web
services are updated frequently. So there is a need to have current information and decision of composition
should be based on that. Their technique has few drawbacks. If server is not working input output problems
occur. Also their repository does not contain updates information.
Farhan Hassan Khan, M.Younus Javed, Saba Bashir “QoS Based Dynamic Web Services Composition
& Execution” [5] presented a framework for dyamic web service composition and execution. At first they
discussed major problems of dynamic composition. Then proposed an algorithm for dynamic web service
composition. They mentioned composition issues like reliability, availability, data distribution. They
introduced the concept of multiple repositories for system reliability. Avalibility is also guaranteed by this
concept. An aging factor is used to retrieve uptodate information. They claim that their system is reliable,
fault tolerant and performs fats data retrival.
[6] Jinghai Rao and Xiaomeng Su et al. “A Survey of Automated Web Services Composition Methods”
presented different web service composition methods which include workflow and AI planning. They
proposed a five step composition model. Five layers are Presentation, Translation, Process generation,
Evaluation and Execution. The author also concludes that although different automatic web services
composition techniques are available, it is not true that more automation is better.
[7] Biplav Srivastava, Jana Koehler et al. “Web Service composition: Current Solutions and Open
Problems” explored problems of web service composition and analyzed two other approaches and compared
them. The industrial approach and Semantic web approach, with each other. The industrial approach is
primarily syntactical and is based on XML standards which are used for web services specification. This
approach is used for several Businesses to Business and enterprise applications integration.
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San-Yih Hwang, Ee-Peng Lim, Chien-Hsiang Lee, and Cheng-Hung Chen [8] formulated the dynamic
WS selection procedure in a dynamic environment that is failure prone. They proposed FSM usage to invoke
operations of service in an order. They define AR to find a probability that execution of services will
terminate successfully. They used Eigen vector to show aggregated reliabilities. The approach can be used
only in industrial applications and hence is environment specific.
Liping Liu , Anfeng Liu , Ya Gao [9] used Particle Swarm Optimization for Service Composition. PSO
is meaningful for the composition of complex services spread on internet. If there is requirement of
multiobjective composition only PSO can do so. A non inferior pareto solution is provided by PSO group
search. The solution meets all the required constraints. They used general service overlay model. They say
that full automation of service composition is complex rather unachievable task that’s us why most of
algorithms are semi automated. They said that their algorithm can be applied to specific compositions.
Zhang Hai-tao, Gu Qing-rui [10] presented a dynamic process of domain ontology-based method. Their
method considered semantics of service for composition. They verified their work by experimental examples.
Their module for service composition makes a portfolio as soon as a service request is received. When all
services are determined for integration it starts calling webs services. An OWL-Agent is used to mark
functions of the service by forming OWL-S documents that call the services. Shortcomings of this approach
is it must have a fixed field of experts in the field service portfolio template firstly, and then selected the user
needs to match the template in the service of specific Web services. The limitation of the method is the
construction of the field of service composition templates requires human intervention, so degree of
automation is reduced.

3. Proposed Framework
General Steps of the proposed framework are given below:1. User queries the system for required service
2. Services are searched via Google Custom Search API. Service is selected.
3. Information of selected service is retrieved.
4. User enters required input parameters for first service.
5. User adds the service to composition module. And selects next service.
6. On basis of information of service matchmaking is performed.
7. If parameters match.
i) Composition is performed.
ii) Results are displayed.
8. If parameters do not match. User is prompted to take action.
9. Composition is performed after user’s action.
10. Results are displayed.

3.1. Pseudo code
The pseudo code of proposed technique is given as:
•
•
•
•
•

Algorithm: Web Service Composition
Input: Request for Web service
Output: Composed Service Results
User requests a desired service from Database or performs Crawling;
If Crawling is requested
o For each input
 Input goes to Google Custom Search Engine through Google Custom Search API.
 Engine produces results.
 Results are parsed to human readable format.
 Only wsdl link and related information are extracted from the results.
 Results are displayed to user.
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•

•
•

 Validity check is performed
 Valid results at present are displayed
Results are stored in backup database.
o If no result found for user query word
 Message dialogue is displayed to enter synonym query word, Or to scale the engine
to more links
User selects a service from list;
For each Selected Service
Fig. 1: Qos Based Service Search and Composition Algorithm
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Fig. 2: Flow Chart for Qos Based Service Search and Composition Algorithm
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4. Resultts and Disscussion
We com
mpare our fraamework witth couple of other techniques. First teechnique “QoS Based Dy
ynamic Webb
Services Coomposition & Executionn”, Farhan Hassan
H
et al, “A Web seervice discovvery algorith
hm based onn
dynamic coomposition” is proposed by Fu Zhi Zhang
Z
et al. and “A Sofftware Frameework for Matchmaking
M
g
Based on Semantic
S
Weeb Technologgy” is propoosed by Lei Li and Ian Horricks.
H
Thhe analysis of
o the resultss
clearly show
ws that our teechnique hass improved thhe precision.
After seervice discovvery we perrformed servvice composiition by mattrix matchmaaking. In matrix
m
matchh
parameters of service are
a put on roow and secoond service are
a put in coolumn to peerform match
hing. Matrixx
a takes less memory spaace. We willl
matchmakinng reduces tiime spent onn parameterss matchmaking as well as
perform anaalysis on com
mposition tim
me.
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5. Conclu
usion
Our prooposed frameework coverrs the limitattions of currrent techniquues; it activeely obtains user
u
requiredd
web servicee by crawlinng among diifferent repoositories. Thee frameworkk for servicee crawling using Googlee
Custom Seaarch API is flexible,
f
scallable, efficiennt and reliab
ble. In our appproach the rrequester alw
ways gets upp
to date servvices the retriieval is fast and
a efficientt. Also the cllient is able to
t add more repositories from wheree
the servicess can be craw
wled. We madde the system
m to be flexib
ble in terms of automatioon hence we include userr
involvemennt at few stepps for exampple selection of service an
nd matchmakking decisionn. Matrix Matchmaking
M
g
of input andd output paraameters guaraantees compositional corrrectness andd transactionaal support.
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